
SAN DIEGO
TOURISM
AUTHORITY
PR Effectiveness and 
Measurement Strategy Improvements



Background
As recently as 2018, the San Diego

Tourism Authority (SDTA) was

measuring the value of its

PR/earned media placements by

Advertising Value Equivalency (AVE)

Example:

1-page advertisement purchase

cost = $50,000

1-page article gained through

earned media = $50,000 value?



Problem

IGNORES QUALITATIVE FACTORS

Audience, messaging, tone

ADVERTISING VALUES ARE INCONSISTENT

Model based on pre-internet media ad rates



Goal

Create PR analysis tool that
rewards earned media
alignment with brand needs



Steps

Review brand 
research

Examine resources
available

Use insights to
create metrics



Insight 1
Earned media makes advertising 
more effective.

The SDTA's extensive brand research
shows audiences express the highest
intent to travel to San Diego when there is
synergy between paid media and earned
media messaging.



Insight 2
Media placements reaching 

key audiences should be 

valued more highly.

Recall of key destination attributes

shifts based on audience geography.

Different topics across different

audiences cannot be compared 1:1

when measuring PR effectiveness.



Insight 3
Messaging should focus on topics

that move the needle the most.

Different topics need to be

highlighted at different times in order

to engage customers. Measurement

must reflect this.



Third party media monitoring

SimpleView CRM

Tableau

Resources



Recommendation
Combine brand research findings

with resources to create

effectiveness scoring system for

earned media placements.

Change PR team KPIs from

advertising equivalency to average

effectiveness score.



Sample

Portland Monthly

"Tacos & Top Guns"

Effectiveness Score

Calculated by key
messages featured,
audience relative to target,
destination assets included,
more



Timeline
JAN TO JULY 2019

Framework built

Connect Simpleview reports 
to Tableau

Data gathered

Review clips from previous year
to create benchmark score

Rollout

Third-party firms submit new
reports, begin sharing results



Considerations
& Risks

Scoring can/should be continually
adjusted based on market condit ions

Board/stakeholder buy-in diff icult for
hospital ity industry leaders used to seeing
sales-based goals
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